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Relation between structure, stress, and magnetism in CoÕW„001…

W. Wulfhekel, T. Gutjahr-Lo¨ser, F. Zavaliche, D. Sander, and J. Kirschner
Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Mikrostrukturphysik, Weinberg 2, 06120 Halle, Germany

~Received 19 March 2001; published 21 September 2001!

We present a study of the structure of Co/W~001! determined by low-energy electron diffraction, the film
stress measured by a bending thin substrate, and the film morphology measured by scanning tunneling micros-
copy in combination within situ magnetic characterization by the magneto-optic Kerr effect. Different regimes
in the stress behavior during growth are correlated to surface effects and structural and morphological changes
in the Co film. Initially a compressive stress is observed as the result of the lower surface free energy of Co
compared to W, followed by a tensile stress due to the large misfit between film and substrate. The structural
transition from bcc to hcp Co as well as dislocation formation is clearly observed in the stress measurements
and by low-energy electron diffraction and scanning tunneling microscopy. Additionally, the morphology of the
films is correlated with the magnetic properties and a new surface alloy at submonolayer coverages is reported.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.144422 PACS number~s!: 75.70.Ak, 75.30.Gw, 61.72.Ff, 75.80.1q
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stress, strain, morphology, and the magnetic behavio
magnetic ultrathin heteroepitaxial films are intimately link
properties.1–3 By choosing an appropriate substrate, the fi
structure can be selected, e.g., bcc, fcc, or hcp Co
GaAs~001!, Cu~001!, and Au~111!, respectively.4–8 Addition-
ally, the misfit between the magnetic film and the substr
induces strain and stress in the magnetic films that influe
the growth mode.9 The structure and the morphology as w
as the strain determine the magnetic properties of
films.1–3 Also the exchange interaction and by this the Cu
temperature have been proposed to depend on the stru
and the morphology.7,10 Magnetic anisotropy is influence
directly by the structure and the morphology11–13 and indi-
rectly by the strain via the magnetoelastic coupling.14–18

Hence, a detailed understanding of all underlying princip
is essential to tailor the magnetic properties of ultrat
films. In this study, we intend to illuminate the role of th
film stress and strain on structure, morphology, and mag
tism of Co films on W~001!.

There have been only a few studies dealing with Co
W~001!, so far. Wormeesteret al. concluded from reflection
high-energy electron diffraction~RHEED! patterns that Co
grows pseudomorphically in the bcc structure on W~001! up
to a coverage of'2.4 monolayers~ML !.19,20At higher cov-
erages, the layer cannot withstand the high biaxial strain
9% and the bcc structure becomes unstable and transf
into a rough hcp Co film consisting of islands with the e
taxial relation (112̄0)Co parallel to (001)W .

II. EXPERIMENT

Our experiments were carried out in two separ
ultrahigh-vacuum~UHV! chambers at base pressures bel
7310211 mbar. Both setups are equipped with Auger ele
tron spectroscopy~AES! and low-energy electron diffraction
~LEED!. In the first chamber, a 100-mm-thick W~001! single
crystal was used to allow stress measurements. When de
iting Co on one side of this thin crystal it slightly bends d
to the stress in the growing film. The bending of the sam
0163-1829/2001/64~14!/144422~8!/$20.00 64 1444
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is determined by optical deflection of a laser beam wh
allows us to measure stresses in films down to submonol
thicknesses.21 Measurements of the film stress were carri
out during deposition. Additionally, the in-plane magnetiz
tion was measured using the longitudinal magneto-optic K
effect ~MOKE! after deposition and the magnetoelastic co
pling of the Co films was measured directly by a curvatu
technique.3 In the second chamber, besides AES, MOK
and LEED, additionally a scanning tunneling microsco
~STM! is installed to study the surface morphology. In th
chamber, a bulk W~001! crystal was used as a substrate. T
W~001! samples in both setups were cleaned in the us
way by cycles of glowing in O2 ('1700 K, 1027 mbar! and
flashing to'2500 K in the absence of O2 until no contami-
nations were detected by AES, and LEED showed sharp
31) diffraction patterns. Additionally, STM images of th
W~001! crystal revealed clean, flat terraces of sizes lar
than 100 nm, separated by single atomic steps. Co~99.99%
purity! was deposited by electron beam evaporation. T
coverages were calibrated in pseudomorphic monolay
~ML ! with STM for STM and LEED experiments and with
quartz microbalance for MOKE and stress measureme
where 1 ML Co corresponds to 1.031015 atoms/cm2 or
0.134 nm Co film thickness. Coverages in both experime
setups were cross-related by AES peak intensities, the oc
rence of superstructure spots in LEED, and the onset of m
netization determined with MOKE. During growth, th
samples could be heated to different temperatures meas
with thermocouples attached to the sample holders in c
vicinity of the samples. After growth,in situ characterization
of the film structure, morphology, and magnetism was c
ried out at room temperature by LEED, STM, and MOK
respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First, we concentrate on the evolution of film stress dur
growth at room temperature~300 K!. Figure 1 displays the
stress as a function of film thickness. At 0 ML thicknes
deposition was started by opening the shutter of the eva
rator and at 18 ML deposition was stopped. Surprisingly,
©2001 The American Physical Society22-1
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integrated stress initially is compressive with a minimum
'1 ML followed by a steep increase up to a coverage of'3
ML where a kink in the stress curve is observed. After t
kink, the integrated stress increases with a lower rate.
film stress is given by the slope of the integrated stress cu
and corresponds to 7.7 GPa and 3.6 GPa in the region be
and after the kink, respectively. At submonolayer covera
LEED shows sharp (131) diffraction patterns@see Fig.
2~a!# indicating pseudomorphic growth. The initial compre
sive stress is in contrast to the expected tensile stress d
the mismatch of 9.2% calculated from the bulk atomic ra
of Co and W in the (131) structure. Similar initial compres
sive stresses have been observed for Fe/W~001!, Fe/W~110!,
and Ni/W~110! ~Refs. 22–24! and have been explained b
the relaxation of the surface stress of the W surface u
formation of the ferromagnet-tungsten interface,25,26 i.e., by
an electronic effect. The tensile surface stress of the c
W~001! substrate is partially relaxed due to the adsorption
Co, giving rise to an apparent compressive stress. At a c
erage of 1 ML the relaxation of the surface stress is co
pleted and a minimum in the stress is observed, indica
that the Co film wets the W crystal. Growth proceeds in
two-dimensional fashion which is also expected from
lower free surface energy of Co in comparison to that of
STM shows @see Fig. 2~b!# that the film consists of two
atomic levels only, the bare W substrate displayed in bl
and Co islands of monoatomic height in gray. No nucleat
of second layer Co islands was found even at coverages c
to the completion of the first layer. Upon growth of the se
ond layer a steep rise in the stress can be seen, which c
sponds to a tensile stress of 7.7 GPa. This large tensile s
exceeds the elasticity limit of bulk Co by a factor of 3–
however, the LEED patterns still show a (131) structure
indicating a fully strained film. The plastic strain relief b
formation of dislocations is suppressed. This is a comm
phenomenon in thin films supported by a substrate.27 When
calculating the stress from the observed strain of 9.1% us
Hooke’s law with the elasticity constants of Co, one wou
expect a much higher tensile stress of'17 GPa. This dis-
crepancy between the observed and the calculated stres

FIG. 1. Integrated film stresst3t f as a function of Co film
thicknesst f measured during film growth at room temperature~300
K!. The shutter of the evaporator was opened at 0 ML.
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be understood qualitatively. At these high strains, the lin
elastic theory predicts too high stresses, since for la
strains, the elastic forces between the Co atoms deviate f
Hooke’s law due to the anharmonicity of the interaction p
tential. When the thickness of the film exceeds'2.7 ML, the
stress curve displays a kink and the stress is reduced to
GPa.

When growth is stopped during the deposition of the fi
monolayer and the film is annealed to'800 K, the (131)
LEED pattern changes into a two-domain (231) pattern, as
can be seen in Fig. 2~c!. This indicates the formation o
ordered structures on the surface. AES shows no trace
oxygen or carbon ruling out O- or C-driven reconstruction
To investigate the nature of the ordering, STM measureme
have been carried out. Figure 2~d! depicts the surface afte
annealing. Two types of domains of perpendicularly orien
fine stripes running alonĝ001& directions can be seen. Th
distance between neighboring stripes is twice the atomic
tance on the W~001! surface in agreement with the (231)
LEED pattern. The STM scans also show larger vaca
islands of 1 ML depth in the film, which are neither found o
the W~001! surface prior to deposition of Co nor after dep
sition at 300 K@see Fig. 2~b!#. At the bottom of these va-
cancy islands one finds stripes of the reconstruction,
This finding helps to clarify whether the striped patches c
sist of alternating W and Co atoms, i.e., a surface alloy, o
Co atomic lines and vacancy lines or a (231) ripple in the
Co film, i.e., structures containing no W atoms. In the ca

FIG. 2. ~a!,~c! LEED diffraction pattern at 73 eV and~b!,~d!
25325 nm2 STM images of the morphology of'0.8 ML Co on
W~001!. ~a!,~b! represent as-grown states~300 K! and ~c!,~d! are
recorded after annealing to'800 K. Before annealing,~b! shows
the bare W substrate~black! and small Co islands of monoatomi
height~grey!. After annealing,~d! shows large, monoatomic vacan
cies~black! in the W substrate and small (231) reconstructed area
~fine lines! in the Co film.
2-2
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that the (231) stripes are build up entirely of Co atoms, th
large vacancies should expose the bare W~001! surface.
However, we find stripes also in these vacancies. In the c
the stripes consists of an ordered (231) CoW alloy, the W
surface has to provide some W for the formation of the al
from its topmost layer. This explains the occurrence of
large vacancy islands on the surface. In addition to this,
face alloying also leads to stripes on the bottom of the
cancy islands. Hence, we can conclude that annealing of
monolayer Co films lead to the formation of an ordered
31) CoW alloy. The coverage of (231) domains on the
surface is, however, more than approximately twice the t
area of the vacancies. This indicates that most likely also
preexisting step edges on the W~001! surface act as source
of W atoms for the (231) reconstruction. At 300 K, the
formation of the alloy is kinetically hindered and observ
neither with LEED nor with STM.

During growth at 300 K up to a coverage of'2.7 ML,

FIG. 3. LEED diffraction pattern~a!,~c!,~e! and morphology
~b!,~d!,~f! of Co films on W~001! of thicknesses 2.7 ML~a!,~b!, 5.4
ML ~c!,~d!, and 8.1 ML~e!,~f!. Deposition was carried out at 300 K
~a!–~d! and 330 K~e!,~f!. LEED patterns were recorded with ene
gies as indicated in the figure. Scales of the STM images
100 nm3100 nm~b!,~d! and 300 nm3300 nm~f!. The inset of
~f! shows a line scan across the surface.
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the (131) LEED pattern is observed, indicating a pseud
morphic and fully strained Co film. As has been deduc
from RHEED experiments, this (131) structure correspond
to a pseudomorphic bcc Co film.19,20 Above '2.7 ML cov-
erage, the LEED pattern changes and additional spot

^ 1
2

1
2 0& positions appear@see Fig. 3~a!#. Hand in hand with

the change of the LEED pattern, the stress measurem
shows a kink and the increase of the stress slows do
Wormeesteret al. related the change in the LEED pattern
a structural change of the film.19,20 From RHEED experi-
ments they concluded that the structure of the Co fil
changes from bcc to hcp with the epitaxial relation (1120̄)Co
parallel to (001)W , when a thickness of 2.4 ML is
exceeded.19,20 Our LEED investigations confirm this phas

transformation. The additional^ 1
2

1
2 0& LEED spots reflect the

c(232) superstructure of the four equivalent and nea
quadratic hcp (112̄0) unit cells, which are rotated by645°
with respect to the W~001! unit cell and are larger by a facto
of A2 ~see Fig. 4!. The hcp (112̄0) unit cells show a smalle
misfit to the W~001! substrate than the bcc cell. Along th

^11̄00& direction of Co, the misfit to the substrate is only 3
while the misfit alonĝ 0001&, i.e., along thec axis of Co, is
9.2%. Calculating the expected elastic stress from these
fits with the linear elastic constants of bulk Co and averag
over the four possible orientations of the Co unit cells, ho
ever, one expects an even higher stress of'19 GPa in the
film along the W~100! directions. The discrepancy betwee
the expected stress and the observed stress of 3.6 GPa
have different reasons. As can be seen in the STM image
the structure@Fig. 3~b!#, the film is rather rough and consis
of islands. Our STM observations confirm the findings
Wormeesteret al.,19,20 who concluded from the occurrenc
of RHEED transmission patterns that the film roughens c
siderably during the transformation from bcc to hcp. T
splitting up of the film into small islands might lead to
smaller stress in the film due to a relaxation at the edge
the islands. However, the formation of misfit dislocations
the film is more likely to be responsible for the reduc
stress as will be discussed next.

A second mechanism leading to lower stresses in the
is apparent from the LEED patterns of slightly thicker C
films @see Fig. 3~c!#. The LEED spots show a splitting into

re

FIG. 4. Schematic drawing of the Co bulk unit cell~left! with

the (112̄0) plane and the structure of the hcp Co film on t
W~001! surface~right!.
2-3
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sets of spots, indicating a superstructure of large latera
mensions. This splitting of the spots is always visible,
soon as the hcp spots appear. The splitting is, however, ra
faintly visible for the thinner films. They become clearer
thicknesses above'5 ML. The corresponding STM image
@see Fig. 3~d!# reveal that the Co islands have an elonga
but irregular shape along the^110& directions of the under-
lying substrate, most likely reflecting the two possible orie
tations of thec axis of hcp Co on W~001!. We carried out
measurements with varying deposition temperature and
thickness to optimize the sharpness of the superstruc
spots and found the best conditions at slightly eleva
growth temperatures of 330 K and thicknesses around 8
There the splitting of the spots is clearly resolved@see Fig.
3~e!#. The spots that correspond to the diffraction conditio
of the W~001! show a splitting along thê110& directions of
the substrate. The additional spots of half order due to
hcp unit cell also display a broadening with some fine str
ture along^110& directions. STM images@Fig. 3~f!# show
rather regular and rectangular islands elongated along^110&
directions with flat tops. The islands have an average he
of '0.7 nm over a continuous base of the Co film@see line
scan in Fig. 3~f!#. When focusing on the flat islands wit
STM @see Fig. 5~a!#, one recognizes a wavy structure alo
^110& directions. These weak ripples run perpendicular to
long axis of the islands. Note that the STM image of F
5~a! is slightly differentiated to enhance the visibility of th
ripples. Figure 5~c! shows a line scan of the height profi
across one of the island tops. The ripples have a heigh
only 5–10 pm and a periodicity of 2.460.3 nm. This ripples
in real space should be the cause of the splitting of the LE
spots. As displayed in Fig. 5~b!, detailed images of the LEED
diffraction pattern show a splitting of thênm0& spots with
n,m51,2,3, . . . . Thesplitting amounts to 11.8%60.5% of
the surface Brillouin zone~BZ! along the^110& directions.
This periodicity corresponds to a distance in real space
2.760.1 nm, in good agreement with the STM observatio
Hence, both STM and LEED indicate a superstructure
'2.7 nm periodicity alonĝ 110&. The ripples in STM and

FIG. 5. Medium differentiated STM image of 8.1 ML Co depo
ited at 330 K~a! showing weak ripples on the top of the islan
(100 nm3100 nm). Detail of the LEED diffraction pattern~b! of

the same Co film with indications of the splitting of the^11̄0& spot

~right! and thê 1
2

3
20& ~left! in percent of the Brillouin zone. Heigh

profile along ^110& direction measured with STM on top of a
island as indicated by the white line~c!.
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the superstructure in the LEED patterns are related to
large misfit of 9.2% of the hcp unit cell along itsc axis with
the W~001! substrate. Films of several ML thickness cann
withstand this strain. To release some of the tensile strai
the layer, misfit dislocations form;27 i.e., some additional
atomic planes have to be introduced in the Co film. The
dislocations cause a small wavy deformation giving rise t
faint stripe contrast in the STM images.28,18 The good long-
range order of the dislocations induces the splitting of
LEED spots. The distance between the individual dislo
tions is given by the ripples in the STM data and splitting
the LEED spots. This means that after every 12th atom
plane along thec axis of the fully strained Co film, one extr
plane is introduced corresponding to a superstructure ce
2.68 nm alonĝ 110&. In this structure, the remaining strai
along thec axis is only 0.9% as compared to the 9.2% in t
dislocation-free structure. The agreement between obse
STM and LEED structure and the dislocation model is e
cellent. It excludes that the observed dislocations are al

the ^11̄00& direction, the other possible low-index directio
of the Co islands, where the misfit is much lower. Additio
ally, by observation of the ripples of the dislocation in th
STM images, one can obtain the local orientation of thec
axis of the hcp Co islands. The dislocations run perpend
lar to the localc axis of the film. This dislocation formation
is also responsible for the relatively small stresses obse
in our stress measurements. The remaining 3% strain a

^11̄00& and 0.9% strain alonĝ0001& of the film correspond
to a stress of 5.1 GPa as calculated for a equipopulated
erage of the four possible oriented domains. This is in r
sonable agreement with the observed stress of 3.6 GPa.
somewhat smaller stress of the measurements might be
to the large strains exceeding Hooke’s law and to the isl
structure of the film. Hence, the observed kink in the str
curve at 2.7 ML indicated the formation of dislocation
These structural details have been elucidated by a car
LEED and STM study of the growing film.

Interestingly, the hcp spots, i.e., the spots of the or
^n/2 m/2 0& with n,m51,3, . . . , show only a splitting of
5.8% of the BZ alonĝ 110& directions@see Fig. 5~b!# and
hence indicate a superstructure of twice the size. This me
that concerning the hcp structure of the Co film, two dis
cations are needed for the full periodicity of the superstr
ture cell. We relate this finding to the details of the stacki
in the hcp films and propose a structural model similar to t
of the double hcp structure observed in hcp Pd
W~001!.29,20 The hcp stacking sequenceABA is interrupted
by the additional plane of atoms of the dislocation of sta
ing C. This means that the additional plane locally shows
stacking. The stacking fault leads to twinning in the furth
stacking which proceeds withAC. This stacking sequenc
maximizes the next nearest neighbor distances in the a
tional plane of atoms and by this possibly lowers the ela
energy of the core of the dislocation. A second dislocation
then needed to come back to the initial stacking seque
AB. Figure 6 shows a schematic drawing of the dislocati

To study the magnetic properties of the Co films, we c
ried out MOKE measurements as a function of the fi
2-4
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thickness. All films that revealed a magnetic signal show
an in-plane magnetization. No polar components of the m
netization could be detected. Figure 7 plots the reman
magnetization measured along the^100& direction of the W
substrate as a function of the film thickness. The obser
longitudinal MOKE signal rises linearly with film thicknes
as expected. At these low thicknesses, which are below
penetration depth of the photons, the Kerr effect probes
entire film and the observed MOKE signal of the differe
atomic layers of the film linearly adds up to the total sign
The longitudinal hysteresis loops displayed in the inset
Fig. 7 are of high squareness and the remanence is, w
experimental resolution, identical to the saturation. This
dicates that the films are easily saturated and comp
switching of the film on the scale of the laser spot of t
MOKE experiments occurs, most likely not by the nucleati
and growth of many domains but by a few domain walls t
pass through the film during sweeping of the field. Intere

FIG. 6. Top view of a simple model of the stacking around
dislocation of the relaxed Co film.

FIG. 7. Longitudinal MOKE signal along thê100& direction of
the substrate as a function of Co film thickness grown at 300 K
taken at temperatures as indicated. The inset shows some lon
dinal hysteresis loops of film of different thicknesses.
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ingly, when linearly extrapolating the MOKE signal to low
thicknesses, the magnetization vanishes at a coverag
about 2.5 ML. In accordance with this, films as thin as 2
ML and thinner did not show any magnetization even up
cooling down to 140 K. This late onset of magnetization,
comparison to Co/Cu~001!,30,11Co/Cu~111!,15 or Co on other
noble metals and Fe on W~001!,31,18 is surprising. The late
onset is not due to a late coalescence of the Co film grow
300 K, as STM indicated an early coalescence at submo
layer coverages@see Fig. 2~b!#. Instead, it seems that a con
siderable fraction of the film is magnetically dead even
low temperatures. This could be due to a strong electro
hybridization between the Co atoms and the W atoms at
interface suppressing the magnetism at the interface as
been found to be present to some extent in Fe/W~001!.32

Whether the coincidence between the onset of magnetiza
at '2.5 ML and the bcc-hcp phase transition at'2.7 ML is
just by chance or is related to a possibly nonmagnetic
phase of Co on W~001! is unclear and cannot be excluded f
our experimental data. Here, first-principles calculations
the magnetic state of bcc Co on W~001! may give a satisfac-
tory answer.

Note that the magnetization curve along^100& displays an
almost ideal squareness with full remanence while the lo
along ^110& shows a reduced remanence of 1/A2 of the full
remanence alonĝ100& ~see Fig. 8! and a small positive
slope in the two outer branches of the hysteresis loop. T
slope can be ascribed to reversible rotation processes at
netic fields beyond the coercive field. Obviously, the ea
direction of magnetization does not lie along the^110& di-
rection as expected from the orientation of the localc axis of
the Co islands of the film but lies along the^100& direction,
i.e., is rotated by 45° with respect to the expected local e
axis of the hcp Co islands. Further, no difference in the m
netic behavior along equivalent^100& directions was found,
indicating the absence of a uniaxial contribution to the m
netic anisotropy and showing that the lowest nonvanish
contribution is of fourfold symmetry. To get quantitative da
on the fourfold magnetic anisotropy, we used a method t

d
itu-

FIG. 8. Longitudinal Kerr magnetization loops of'32 ML hcp
Co on W~001! along ^100& ~squares! and ^110& ~circles! direction
of the substrate. The film was grown and measured at 300 K.
2-5
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was recently introduced.33,34 By applying an additional con
stant vertical in-plane field of 2 mT perpendicular to a va
ing in-plane horizontal field@see Fig. 9~a!#, magnetic switch-
ing by domain formation is partly suppressed and rotat
processes can be observed. From the linear slopes around
the center of the hysteresis loop, the fourfold magnetic
isotropy constant can be determined,K45m0Ms/2s, where
we take in good approximation the saturation magnetiza
Ms of bulk cobalt. The slopes is given in units of relative
longitudinal magnetization as compared toMs over the ap-
plied longitudinal magnetic field. The free energy densityF
is given by

F5
K4

4
sin2 2f, ~1!

where f is the angle between the magnetization and
^100& direction of the substrate. Using this method for re
tively thick films between 4 and 18 nm we found a const
fourfold magnetic anisotropy ofK4'56 kJ/m3 with easy
axes along thê100& directions of the substrate. The fact th
the anisotropy does not depend on the film thickness s
gests that it originates from the interior of the film and is
surface or interface anisotropy; i.e., the anisotropy is a b
anisotropy. Also, in these quantitative experiments, we fou
no sign of a uniaxial anisotropy, although the deposited
Co is a strongly uniaxial material. The absence of a unia
anisotropy can be explained by an equal population of
two possible orientations of the localc axis of the hcp is-
lands. When using an integrating technique like MOKE,
anisotropy is averaged over the area of laser spot and the

FIG. 9. ~a! Horizontal magnetization loop of a'5.6-nm-thick
hcp Co film along thê 100& direction of the substrate with a
additional vertical field of 2 mT.~b! Striction signal as a measure o
the bending of the sample due to the magnetostriction of the
film. The film was grown and measured at 300 K.
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uniaxial contributions of the different islands cancel out. F
ther, the islands are coupled by the magnetic exchang
such a way that the islands do not behave like individ
entities but are coupled and the local anisotropy is averag
This averaging occurs over distances of the width of a m
netic domain wall in Co of the order of'16 nm,35 which is
comparable to the island sizes after room-tempera
growth. As a result of this averaging, the first-order uniax
terms of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the tw
component system proportional toK1 add up to a constan
and do not contribute to the angular dependence of the
isotropy energy, as is obvious from the following express
of the free energy densityF:

F5 1
2 ~K1 sin2 u1K2 sin4 u1K1 cos2 u1K2 cos4 u!

5
K2

2
~sin4 u1 cos4 u!1c5

K2

4
~11 sin2 2f!1c, ~2!

where u is the angle between the magnetization and
^110& direction andK1 and K2 are the uniaxial anisotropy
constants of first and second-order, respectively, of hcp
The second order uniaxial anisotropy terms proportiona
K2, however, do not cancel out and lead to an effective
isotropy of identical angular dependence as the fourf
magnetic anisotropy of Eq.~1!; i.e., by the coupled uniaxia
islands an effective fourfold anisotropy is created. Taki
this model and using the second-order uniaxial anisotr
constant of bulk hcp Co from the literature,35 K2'
1100 kJ/m3, one expects to see a fourfold magnetic anis
ropy with easy axes alonĝ100& in agreement with the ex
perimental observation. The observed fourfold anisotro
with easy direction alonĝ100& can hence be understood o
the basis of detailed LEED and STM measurements of
structure and morphology of the films. The size of the e
pected fourfold magnetic anisotropy, however, is by a fac
of 2 larger than the observed one. The origin for this discr
ancy is unclear. Possibly, the modified hcp structure with
fcc stacking faults in the islands influences the magnetoc
talline anisotropy. Further, the remaining strain in the
films may also influence the second-order uniaxial magn
anisotropy via a magnetoelastic coupling constant of hig
order in the angular dependence. This will be discussed
more detail in a forthcoming publication.

The particular arrangement of the magnetic fields ensu
that the magnetic film is magnetized along the long axis
the W~001! crystal at low fields and along the short axis
the crystal at high fields@see Fig. 9~a!#, i.e., for the limits of
zero field and high variable magnetic field, the magnetizat
points to two perpendicular̂100& directions. This allows us
to determine the magnetostrictive forces in the thin film
observing the bending of the W crystal and from this t
magnetoelastic couplingB4 as a function of film thickness.36

As depicted in Fig. 9~b!, a minute bending of the substrate
detected during the change of the magnetization direct
The radius of curvature of the W substrate for 3 ML Co film
is of the order of 40 km. From this small bending, the ma
netoelastic stress is calculated as a function of film thickne
The results of the magnetoelastic stress measurement

e
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RELATION BETWEEN STRUCTURE, STRESS, AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 144422
plotted in Fig. 10. As can be seen, the magnetoelastic c
pling B4

eff of the films is not constant but varies with film
thickness and is not identical to the value ofB4

bulk

537.5 MJ/m3 of bulk hcp Co even for relatively thick
films.36 Such deviations of the magnetoelastic coupling
thin films compared to bulk materials are common and h
been found for Fe/MgO,37 Fe/W~001!,22 and Ni/Cu~001!.38

The deviation in these systems has found to be due
strain-dependent magnetoelastic coupling constant. For l
strains, the magnetoelastic contributions to the free energ
the films are no longer proportional to the straine but a
quadratic term ine has to be added.22,36–38 This becomes
obvious when plotting the observed magnetoelastic cons
B4 not as a function of the film thickness, but of the fil
strain as depicted in Fig. 11. The film straine has been
determined from the observed stress and the elastic cons
of Co. The observed magnetoelastic couplings as a lin
function of the strain and hence the effective magnetoel
couplingB4

eff can be expressed asB4
eff5B41D4e. The slope

D4 of the linear fit is 13506120 MJ/m3 and the axis inter-
cept ate50 is 3.461.3 MJ/m3. The slopeD4 is in size

FIG. 10. Effective magnetoelastic couplingBe
effof Co films on

W~001! as a function of film thicknesst f .

FIG. 11. Effective magnetoelastic coupling of Co films o
W~001! as a function of film strain.
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comparable to those found for Fe on MgO~001!, W~001!,
and Ni on Cu~001!.37,22,38The extrapolated intercept is muc
smaller then the expected magnetoelastic constantB4 of
37 MJ/m3 of bulk hcp Co. This discrepancy is most likel
due to the different structure of the Co films containing ma
stacking faults. At the stacking faults, fcc stacking is fou
and the results of the films including the stacking faults c
not be compared directly to hcp Co. There are studies of
magnetoelastic constantB4 in bulk Co-rich Fe-Co alloys
which display a high density of the same stacking faults.39,40

The measurements on these alloys indicate that the effec
magnetoelastic couplingB4

bulk,dhcp is strongly reduced to val-
ues between 5.6 and 7.7 MJ/m3 as indicated in Fig. 11. This
strong correlation between structure and magnetoelastic
pling is a possible explanation for the low values found in
films on W~001!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

In conclusion, we have studied the relation betwe
stress, strain, and structure and their influence on magne
of thin Co films of W~001!. The interplay between stres
strain, and structure was illuminated by a combination
stress measurements with a bending substrate method
with structural data obtained with LEED and STM. Belo
'2.7 ML, the Co film grows pseudomorphically and ful
strained as indicated by a simple (131) LEED pattern. In
contrast to the expected tensile stress, we observed a c
pressive stress for the first ML which is related to the par
relief of the high surface stress of W~001! upon deposition of
Co. In accordance with this effect which is related to t
lower free surface energy of Co compared to that of W,
Co film wets the W~001! surface and growth proceeds in
two-dimensional manner, as observed with STM. For hig
thickness, tensile stresses are observed in agreement wit
atomic radii of Co and W. For the low coverages, the
substrate dictates the structure of the Co film and, hence
this regime the pseudomorphic structure determines
stress and the strain of the growing film. These bcc Co fil
up to 2.7 ML are found to be nonmagnetic as checked
MOKE even at low temperatures. However, it is not clear
this is a mere coincidence or related to the bcc structure
the films. At coverages of'2.7 ML a bcc to hcp phase
transition is observed hand in hand with the formation
dislocations in the hcp islands. For these thicker films,
stresses for a pseudomorphic structure would be too la
and hence the enormous strain drives the transition to a
located hcp structure. The detailed structure of the disloca
films has been analyzed with STM and LEED, and perio
stacking faults induced by the dislocations have been fou
The observed remaining tensile stress in the thicker film
in good agreement with the structural model using sim
linear elasticity theory. MOKE measurements indicated
in-plane magnetization in the hcp Co films of fourfold ma
netic anisotropy with easy directions of magnetization alo
the ^100& directions of the substrate. This easy direction 4
tilted away from the bulk hcp Co easy axis is explained
the basis of magnetic exchange coupling across individ
hcp Co islands resulting in an averaging of the local anis
2-7
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ropy. This averaging cancels out the lowest-order unia
anisotropy and only the second-order uniaxial anisotrop
left inducing an effective fourfold behavior. The easy dire
tions of magnetization are correctly explained by this str
tural model; however, the size of the observed anisotrop
by a factor of 2 higher. This might be a result of the resid
strain of the film or the dislocated structure. Further,
magnetoelastic coupling in thin Co films was found to de
ate significantly from that of bulk hcp Co, most likely due
.
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the high density of stacking faults in the films. Finall
a new CoW (231) surface alloy at low Co coverage
has been found.
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